Cagers Drop Final Tilt 91-75; Morro Lead Scorers With 25

By Bill Mihalisin, '62

The MIT varsity basketball team closed out its season Wednesday evening with a 91-75 loss to the University of New Hampshire despite 25 points by Captain Hugh Morrow, '60. The loss was Tech's twelfth in succession and brought the Beaver's season record to 1-11. MIT's 13 points was their season high.

The game was fairly even for the first seven minutes with New Hampshire leading 17-15. However, the fine play of the visitors' center, Pete Kehoe, who scored 23 points, and the dominating play of the Engineers put MIT behind at the half, 29-41.

Tech Rebels

During the second half, New Hampshire continued building up its lead and at one point the Teachers trailed by 23. But the Beavers, sparked by Morrow and Tom Burns, '62, who each scored seven points in the space of minutes, rallied in within twenty. The Engineer substitutes, brought in at two minutes left in the game, enabled the losing margin to 16 points the strength of seven quick markers by Terry Bray, '62.
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